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THE U. N. A. JUBILEE BOOK
Exactly two months and one week ago we first
announced the publication of the Jubilee Book of the
Ukrainian National Association, published in commemora
tion of the 40th anniversary (1934) of its existence, and
containing 752 well-printed and profusely-illustrated
pages of valuable material pertaining to the beginnings,
growth and development of Ukrainian-American life,
withr special emphasis laid on one of the brightest facets
of this life: the Ukrainian National Association and its
organ, the Svoboda.
Since then approximately 2,600 copies of this Jubilee
Book have been mailed out by the Svoboda Bookstore,
with the bulk of the orders coming from members of
the Association, who can obtain it at one-fifth its
regular price, namely, $1.00.
We wonder, how many of these 2,600 copies have
reached, either directly or indirectly, the hands of our
younger generation? And how many of those (who did
get it read at least a goodly portion of it?
These questions come upon us when we *stop to
consider the fact that this Jubilee" Book was especially
written for our thinking youth.
No young person, not to mention the elders, who
is in the least bit interested in his background, in the
story of his parents' advent here upon the American
soil, in how, figuratively speaking, they sank their roots
into this soil, adapted themselves to it, and wrested a
•living from- it.^can -afford to miss reading this book.
For, only by reading it and learning all this/ by
further observing and studying Ukrainian-American life
all about him, can be expect to really know himself and
his people, can he draw upon the lessons of the past as
guides for the future, and can he thereby become not
only a better American but a better Ukrainian.
And now, for purposes of illustration, let us look
at some of the articles contained in this Jubilee Book,
such as the very first one, entitled the "Development
of Ukrainian-American Outlook."
Here is an article, .176 pages in length, that gives
to the careful reader a comprehensive picture of Ukrain
ian-American life, especially of those enduring principles
that motivated it. As its title foretells, it is an exposition
of the past and present conditions and the future
prospects of things in relation to our group life and the
Ukrainian National Association. From it we learn how
the Ukrainian immigrant appeared when he first arrived
here, and how in contrast he appears now. We farther
learn what happened to those traits of character and
the ideas that he brought over from the other side, and
how they became adapted to the American ways of
living. And finally, we learn of the varied and great
difficulties he had to overcome before establishing him
self here. It is indeed worthwhile reading for any
serious student of Ukrainian-American life.
Then there are the "Memoirs of Early Immigrants,"
(five1 in number), based upon the actual, every-day
experiences of a few representative Ukrainian immigrant
types. This section is bound to strike a responsive chord
in many a young Ukrainian-American, who has often
heard his parents tell of similar experiences that they
underwent.
"- .
і
Politics play a great role in Ukrainian-American
life, as even the youngest among us can well testify.
Their development from practically nothing, their close
ties with the early struggle to preserve here in America
the Ukrainian national consciousness and name, their
various party manifestations, are all treated in the able
article "Development of Ukrainian-American Political
Outlook."
- Skipping at random we run across many other
interesting articles, such as: The Ukrainian Church and
the U. N. A.; Ukrainian Schools in America; Ukrainian
Literary and Art Achievements in America; Organizing
Ukrainian Economic Resources in America; "American-
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EASTER

EGGS- P A W H N G
EVENING
Or How To' Color Ukrainian
Easter Eggs
A striking novelty was in
troduced by the Ukrainian Civip
Center of New York City, when
an Easter-eggs painting evening
was arranged by it, at tee Inter
national Institute of Y. W. C. A.
on Tuesday, April 20th.
Mrs. Mary Malkosh of Jamaica,
Long Island, was secured«as the
lecturer for the occasion. She is
well-known in this neighborhood
for her artistry in painting Easter
eggs. She had learnt the art in
her native village in Ukraine, and,
coming to America, did not give
up the art but kept on practicing
and developing it; • distributing the
eggs among her friends, and sell
ing them to interested acquaintan
ces.
Two representatives of the
Civic Center visited Mrs. Malkosh
at her home preparatory to the
evening, to find out what utensila
and materials would be necessary
to make the lecture a success.
The lecture attracted an un
usually large number of members
of the Ukrainian Civic Center and
of guests. Mrs. Malkosh came with
several friends form the Jamaica
branch of Ukrainian Women's
League, and mothers of some
bf the* girls from the Civtc Center.
On the table there was placed an
electric stove, on tt three pots
filled with water and a small
pan with wax. When the switch
was turned on, the water and
•the wax were heated. Three dyes •
were dissolved in the pots of hot
water, namely: orange, red and
black, and 7 then allowed to cool
off.
The
lecterer
discarded
all
formalities and all introductions.
She told the audience simply,
"There is nothing to talk, about.
You just watch me, and to try to
do what. I'm doing." She placed
into the pot with wax, by now
melted from heat, a "kystky," wich
is especially made styles. Such a
"kystka" consists of a wooden
holder split at one end to admit a
thin metal tube. To make such a
tube requires a great skill: you have
not only to hammer a leaf of
metaf to a great'thinness, but to
6
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VOL. У
L E C T U R E ' O N W A N ERANRO
AT COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
• A lecture on Ivan Franko and
his works was presented by Prof.
Clarence A. Manning last Friday
evening, April- 16, in the beauti
ful Casa Italiana Auditorium of
Columbia University, New York
City, • before a
representative
audience of about 200 persons.
The lecture was under the joint
auspices of the Ukrainian Univer
sity Society of New York and the
Columbia Ukrainian
University
Club, and was accompanied by the
the singing of the newly formed
young peoples mixed ehorua of the
Ukrainian Folk Art Guild, under
| the talented direction of Stephen
" Marueevjch. ' Stephen Shumeyko
acted as Chairman. 4
In his lecture, Prof. Massing
first outlined the trends that made
felt their influence upon the course
of East European thought prior to
Franko's appearance, and. of their
bearing upon him and his Works.
He then sketched Franko's life
history, and dwelt considerably
upon his writings and their'
significance
to the
Ukrainian
people, translating In the act
several selection taken from them.
His lecture bore evident signs of
considerable preparation.
Unable to be present at the
lecture, the Honorable John Dyneley Prince, former American eum>y
and the founder and present head
of the Department of East Europe
an Languages at Columbia Univer
sity, sent the following message to
be read at the lecture: .
"1 am deeply interested In the
development ef Ukrainjan culture
both in Ukraine and in the United
States. I think such meetings as
this at which addresses are made
on Ukrainian literature are most
important, for they stimulate
interest not only in Ukrainians
here but also in the English speak
ing American publio/
"Anything I can do in the future
to aid this movement by speaking
or writing I shall be glad to do.
(Signed)
"John Dynetey Prince."

ization" and Ukrainianization; Ukrainian Song and
Theatre in America; Ukrainian Music in America? and
Distribution of Ukrainians in the United States.
Resides the above there is quite a few excellent
articles dealing with the Ukrainian National Association,
and the role it has played in Ukrainian-American life,
No one can afford neglecting to read them.
Then there are 216 pages of small-'type printing
devoted to a historical survey of each Ukrainian
community in America, which one has to read in order
to fully appreciate.
And finally, there is, of coarse, the English section,
wherein there is quite an extensive treatment of the
Ukrainian people, their past and present, their national
and cultural achievements, and their role and future in
America. It was especially prepared for young people
by young people.
These are, mind you, only but a few of the many out
standing features of this book, as it would take most of
these pages to list all of its contents.
All in all, the Jubilee Book of the Ukrainian National
Association represents the collective efforts of the
greatest number of persons ever gathered for such a
venture. At least from this aspect of it, everyone of us
should get it and read it.
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HUTSUL m

! lb the March 13th issue of the
become so popular with the top-class in Moscow is nv>w feeling
Ukrainian Weekly we editorialis
Soviets. It is not because of Mrs. so secure in its opulence that at Ivan, the Hutsul
ed on the subject "American
Davies philanthropies nor the fact Embassy parties the wives of Big Was a man of muscle, і
Ambassador hi the
S.oviet
that Mr. Davies originally was a Reds are dressed at least as well He lived close to nature § Ukraine," dealing with the flying
poor young van who had to help and often Letter than the. wives And to his displeasure ~
tour Mr. Da vies recently made
his way through the University of of the foreign diplomats; they get Was elected to Parliament
through Ukraine in a private car
.Wisconsin Law School by working their gowns somehow from Paris
supplied by the Soviet Govern
as a physical instructor. No. —an imposs.^ility for a Russian Where be came dressed
ment. 'We took Mr. Davies oyer
"The Bolsheviks seemed to like without a heavy political pull at In his native garment, .' \
Pan Punchski of ancient lineage,
the hurdles, -so v to' speak, for
Ambassador and Mrs. Davies the KremlbW* .
making such superficial observa
simply for their frank and friendly
A most august personage
-Evidently, from the above,-the
tions as he did on tjjis tour.: .We і Capitalism—impressive to Russians
And
respected senator—.
also pointed out, among 'other
who are always taken by 'sin "workers paradise" is indeed a. Was speaking on the floor,
•/
paradise,
b
i
t
not
for
the
workers,
things, that: л І з
cerity* - their -favorite virtue."
"... we cannot help out 'think . (We just. wonder how favorite' only for their rulers, і *-$. the And getting to be a bore.
•>"'« The Hutsul - being accustomed
with the Soviets is.the "sincerity" "Hop-class."
[ how pitifully inconsequential" is
of the opposition groups within
all the hoarse shouting and
it•:'• to mountain air
5
Private Railway Oars
arm-waving of our well-known' the U. S. S. R. Apparently very
Indulged in a noisy yawnTelling of his trip through
little, if we are to judge by the
wild-eyed "fellow-voikers" .Red
(which I think, was* fair)
quick and. bloody end they pot Ukraine, Time mentions that it
agitators. What necessity be there
But
he did not cover his mouth,
to
such
oppositionists
that
are
for these poor fettows to veritably
was -in. a government-furnished
(that was a social error) ~
unlucky enough to reveal them private railway car, one which the
work themselves up into a foaming
selves.) • ?•:*••
• oratorical frenzy in praise of the
"Russians now know as a The senators' faces : 's Sj "
"workers paradise" (i e., the
were blanched with-terror.
'Commissar's Saloon -. Oar,' for
Soviet Union), when no less a
Sumptuous Dinner
really big Reds today have private That was no way to appreciate -.
personage than the American
the- Pan's plea.
So impressed were the Soviet ear thrown 'n with their State
Ambassador himself takes the
hosts by Mr. Davies' "frank and jobs." However, it is only fair The Honourable Punchski ~ ~ *;
I words out of their mouths.' They
friendly Capitalism" that, ev from our-side to note here that
noticed the yawning chaam^- -.
might as well pick up their soap*
idently, they decided to show him taking into consideration the Said, "Does the Hutsul want
boxes and steal away into the
. night, and let someone whom the; and his heiress-wife some of their chaotic conditions which still
tp swallow me?" *"' Z world will heed spread their Ї own (carefully-guarded) "Capital- characterize the Soviet railway (The Fan. enjoyed international
iami"
for,
as
the
writer
next
propaganda.*
'-W*?
reputation for his acid wit.)
brings out, the Davies were invit system, the privilege of' having
And in conclusion we wrote: .
ed to a five-hour Russian lunch a railway car at one's disposal is I The remark threw the gathered
"It is a source of pleasure, to
given them by the Foreign Trade rather dubious at best.
assembly into a spasm.
us that an American Ambassador
Commissar Rosengoltz.
During this trip Ambassador When the guffaws ceased,
visits the' historic steppe-land of
Davies dropped in at the^ Kharkov Our1 Rustic hero said, .
our forefathers. Yet we would
The 'Austerity' and 'Simplicity' of Palace" of State Industry, "largest
be much happier, and justice and
"Thank you, Pan;
Big Reds
office building in Europe,"- the But I don't care .
truth would too, if he depended
more upon bis own observations
This sumptuous dinner, mind tallest section 13 stories high.) For jackass fare.
and common sense~~and lees upon
you, - was given at Commissar "In efforts-to get droning7Red
WALTER M1CHAELSON.
what the Soviets would have him
Rosengoltz's "magnificent dacha Bureaucrats inside to bestir them
jjjjee and believe; if he talked with
or country
estate
adjoining selves, the Kharkov managing
truly typical peasants and work
Dictator Stalin's west of Moscow. staffs of a'section of the latest
ers and not with' wen drilled ' Such dachi simply do not exist in Five-Year Plan have been satirized
parrots; and if he looked less
Soviet newspapers or for visiting
upon factories and machines and
Communists^ who hear all about the in Soviet films showing languid onetime chef - to-the-Tsar.u cook his .
more .upon the- living human. і 'austerity' and .'simplicity' of big Communist "typists s q u i r t i n g meals and also enjoyed a private "
~. ~ ...
I beings suffering there." ;-Яей*'.е Reds. However, at 1 P. M in the perfume over themselves and -Car." в
\ dacha of Rosengoltz tho heiress ogling thelf Bolshevik bosses—
. "Will Be Running Next tear"
An Excellent Article
- from Manhattan and her corpora- a deliberate exaggeration like all
All standard Soviet guidebooks
&gL Two- days later, in its March I tion lawyer husband, who is rich in Communist propaganda."
today state that "nine" Dnieper
15th issue. Time,. The Weekly
his own right, sat down-to feast
Rejected
Newsmagazine, featured an in
with handsome War Comissar
hydroelectric turbines are not only *
teresting and illustrated article on
Kllmentiv ('Klim') Voroshilov and
build but "in operation."' How
Last
.week,
the
article
goes
on,
the self-same trip of Ambassador
pouncing-Public Prosecutor Andrei
ever, "in the power house last
Davies, prefacing it with an
Vishinsky of .the Moscow Old the "Red bosses and Red typists week Ambasador Davies saw six
account of the warm reception he
Bolsheviks trials. Three hours seemed on good behavior, hot turbines, one Soviet-manufactured,
met at his -arrival in Moscow.
later/ the champagne was still Ambassador Davies: hustled on the others by U. S. General
« Only within the last week did
being quaffed, and over coffee and out to the Kharkov Tractor Plant,
we run across this article; yet
liqueurs friendly questions and thoroughly inspected the 'entire Electric, and was told, 'the three
since it' contains some revealing
answers cracked for another two works, which now send a tractor other turbines will be running
-facta concerning the trip as well
hours."
off the assembly line every five next year/ "
as the Soviets, we thought it worth
It is quite apparent, of course, minutes. Some unfortunate jinx
Show And Car-Loadings
while to bring it to the attention
that about such sumptuous dinners caused the first tractor .off {he
4
of our readers. The same can be
held in even more sumptuous line as Mr. Davies approached.to . From here Mr. Davies went to
obtained at the Time Circulating
surroundings, our
well-known refuse to start 'It has-been-re Rostov-on-Don. Hera,- as Thrift-Office, 350 East 22nd Street,
"fellow-voiker" . agitators here in jected,' announced the Bolshevik brings outr "Every year since
' Chicago. 3 * ' ,
America do not know, when interpreter, 'and it is now sent anyone can remember tS^ Five*"
The article opens by stating
they ,lambast the "kepltalists."
Tear Plans, it has happened .at.
that "J. Stalin is almost the only
Nor do they also know, that, as to specialists for analysis!'- The Rostov that 'snow is delaying car.
Big Red not yet met by the hew
next
tractor
snorted
off
beauti
Time brings out, that later
U. S. Ambassador to the U. S.
"Ambassador Davies was feted at fully and during the Ambassador's loadings.' Last week there was
S. R. and Mrs. Joseph Edward
the Litvinoff dacha and had visit no other breakdown appear about an inch of snow -on the
Davies, who by hut week- had
ground and sure -enough car
plenty of chance to see that these ed."
'
definitely hit - their stride in
leadings were delayed, with costly
country places, phis the official
Moscow. Considering that most
limousines and luxuries of their
Soviet farm -machinery deteriorat
Impressed
diplomats and their wives in the
owners, make the nominally small
Later on Mr. Davies visited ing in the open just after being
Soviet capital figure as 'Capitalist
salaries of J. Stalin and Friends Kharkov's Turbogenerator and efficiently completed inside."
spies' in the Communist press, it
of no real importance, set them
was notable last week that such
off definitely from Russia's masses Electric Machinery Plant. "Here
We Do Not Wonder
prominent Soviet wives as Perfume
as Mr, and Mrs.' Davies are set many workers were standing about
Trust Manager Zhemchuzhina1 and.
puffing
cigarets,
so
occupied
in
off in the U. S. by their wealth.
In view of all this therefore,
the spouse of Assistant Foreign
conversing among themselves that not to mention the other factors
Commissar Nikolai Krestinsky
they scarcely noticed the Ambas involved, we wonder why when
The Soviet Top-Class
should have taken Mrs. Davies
sadorial party. In the turbine Ambassador Davies returned back
socially in tow on a round of
"By a joker in the new Soviet
'Moscow creches and factory
Constitution, The Most Democratic section every worker seemed to Moscow he gave an interview
restaurants while - Ambassador »H*' <the World' as Democrat sweating for dear life on a rush to the authoritative newspaper
Davies, his daughter Emlen and
Izvestia, in which, according to an
Stalin's propaganda • calls it order.''
his valet went off to inspect the
(Time, December 7 et ante) many1
From Kharkov Mr. Davies went Associated Press dispatch, he
Ukraine."
<
properly rights have been restored fa the Dnepropetrovsk, site of the "warmly commended" .the Soviet
to Russia's 'toiling masses'—and
Union upon its industrial- pro
• I'Ttyr Mr. Davies 1» So Popular thus to the prosperous Big Red "great hydroelectric dam, on which gram." Yet, in view of this last
class which today owns so much, 30,000 workers toiled for five
With Soviets
and can now, under the new years under "Russian engineers fact, i. e. his interview, we do notThe staff writer of it then
Constitution, bequeath it by topped by U. S. Engineer Hugh in the least wonder why. the
explains why the Davies have
inheritance to sometimes pamper Lincoln Cooper who always gave Soviets have taken to Ambasador
ed offspring.
Moscow cor them every credit, 'received a and Mrs. Davies so.
1. Name of her husband: Molotov.
respondents report that the new reputed $125,000 in cash, had a
HIS Job: Premier^
аЬ^^^айдтац&аіІ^Ж^к^Гаьі
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YOUTH AND THE U. N. A,
CONVENTION
The fact that only one article
^appeared thus far in the Ukrain^•Jan Weekly concerning the Con
vention, of U. N. A. may seem
discouraging to many older mem*
]_fbers who are deeply 'interested

jr in the matter.
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Naturally, the

• enthusiasm attending the Youth
Congresses will be compared with
the indifference
toward the
serious business of the U. N. A.
onv
' C ention. What is the cause
of-this apparent lack of apprecia
tion of the. Convention? Has the
youth, organized in the U. N. A.,
become a
pjassive, parasitic
element, forever, depending upon
the older generation to wait
upon fitf *?
The : supposition' that
the
: delegates * would not read' in
English" is a poor alibi. The
~ delegates to U. N. A. Convention
oeaerve a. better opinion than that
implied in A. TTs statement, e»en
if -they are- judged by past
performances in behalf of youth.
There has not been a Conventiomin
the last twenty years that has not
taken some measures toward
making the U. N. A. attractive to'
youth. And in all cases, youth
had not voiced its demands, but
'the old members did so in youth's
behalf.
; It cannot be denied that a
Convention of U. N. A. is national in scope and deals with
problems affecting perhaps a
majority--of Ukrainians in Amer• ica.' This-fact alone places a
handicap on our youth, which in
general has' not broadened its
interests- beyond the limits of local
communities. Our young Branches
are now in that stage of develop
ment in-which the old Branches
labored before they established a
national organization. They are
:
in the process of local formation
and growth, a premature condi
tion for' problems involving the
whole organization. The" problems
of our young Branches are local,
but even these should be discussed
in the Ukrainian- Weekly for the
enlightenment of all concerned.
It has been stated that young
members stand no show when. it
comes to an election of delegates
to a Convention. That is a natural
condition when a proportion of
•young members in a Branch is
insignificant. But do young mem
bers demand a separate* Branch ?
No one knows, because the youth
seems to be indifferent to the
matter.
It is probable that youth is not
entirely^ responsible for this in.dif ference ^.'to its own welfare.
The feeling of responsibility (or
rather "^lts- absence) may be an
important factor in the attitude
of our young members toward the
greatest. Ukrainian business institutiojr; .The first sign of
responsibility may be found in the
matter of paying dues. It would
be an ^Interesting study if data
were available on the? proportion
of yourig members who pay their
own dues, and the others whose
dues але paid by their parents.
" Without such statistics we can
-'-. only conjecture that—when the
.parent -pays dues for the
L adolescent child, the offspring's
responsibility for, and interest in
the organization is at the mini
mum. -JVhat can a Convention do
about ІС Nothing much, except
•^ta* urge parents that they
: Qcuftivat?, in .their children the
: л-вепве pli responsibility, beginning
£with the*-, payment of dues. When
> "that haptens, then we may find
in the •Ukrainian Weekly pre-.
conventional discussion on the
subject of reduction in rates. ••'

TRICHOPHYTOSIS
tm

W
**:

s*fc

jQne of the. moat annoying
afflictions or diseases which beset
a person, no matter whether he
is^an. athlete or flat) is what is
is technically known as trichophytosis, which in plain everv day
language means any one of the
f o3To. w і a-g j terms—ring worm,
athlete's foot,1 trench foot, toe
itchy and erroneously—eczema,-'
No matter *under what name it
goes^.Tft has the same .-.common
symptoms, namely, a slight peelingTttf the 'skin between the toes,
or about * the nails, or the
appearance of small or large
blisters, accompanied by inflamations .,:and discharges.
What
mabjeS'is particularly bothersome
is'4*tSe: intense itching which
accompanies these outward symp
toms, although, to be sure, in
many cases the surface symp
toms of this disease- appear with
out the itching. • s* what is this disease or its
irruptions caused by?
Athlete's foot, to call it by its
eomagrir name, is usually caused
Ьу^КЙ' organism known as a
fungus, which gets deep under
the skm and is very hard to get
out •» It usually attacks the feet,
particularly when they are ovar
ii eaffti, although it may also
attack either the arms .or legs,
generally V. below the elbows and
the knees.
According to medical authorities
this-' parasite can 'live on wood,
cotton, silk and leather, where
it resists drying out for a long
time. I(- can' live on golf clubs,
towelsj bath mats, diving boards,
trolley car or bus straps, door f
кпоЬз, etc.. It is very hard to
кі1ї„ requiring- fifteen minutes
boirfng to do so. According to
medical authorities, food has no
connection with the disease as is
often supposed, nor can the lack
oi orange juice or the presence
of acidosis in one's diet be
blamed.
"Etotfr then," asks our reader,
"how can I -avoid this disease?"

The answer and the preventative measures are quite simple.
Wash your feet daily with hot
water and soap, and dry them
thoroughly with' a clean towel,/
one that has not been used by
Others. When not wearing shoes
at home wear slippers.- At the
beach or public pool always wear
flippers. . Be careful that the
pubHc pools or bathing houses you
frequent daily have their floors,
diving boards, and rubber mats
scrubbed with hot water and
soap, and flushed with the following solution: 0.59c sodium hypo-,
chlorite; 20% sodium thiosulphate (higher/, concentration here і
allows for dilution by water from"
bather's feet); 1:1000 bichloride
of mercury. Also a tub contain
ing either 0.5% sodium hypo-'*
chlorite or a 15% sodium thiosulphate solution should be kept
between every two shower lockers
in order that the- bathers may
dip their feet after bathing. An
other precaution that should be
observed is that the towels are
sterilized . by boiling tnem for
fifteen minutes.
If you think that you have
come in contact with the fungus
then paint the surface of the
akin where you believe, the contact
has been made with a weak (*4
strength) tincture of iodine, or wash it with the previously
mentioned 15% sodium thiosulphate solution.' Л^^»"-да«ї?Й
If, however, the irruption has
already appeared .then the victim
should take immediate treatments,
in order *o prevent its spreading!
Care, however, must be excercised
.in self-treament, for improper,
treatment will only aggravate it.
-Thymol, saturated boric acid,
salicylis acid, potassium per
manganate, or a tincture of iodine
are recommended. Doctors usually
recommend ' Whitfield's ointment.
But they warn against the use
of proprietary- drugs of secret
composition, or the . combination
of treatments.
• Anything which comes into
In recent times we have tackled
the proposition of sports as an -contact with the skin should be
disinfected by rinsing hi a dilute
inducement to Ukrainian youth
solution" of chlorinated .lime or
for getting together. How many
formaldehyde. One of the easier
members have been gained by
methods of disinfecting shoes is
U. N. A. through sports'' is an
to wipe them t h o r o u g h l y
open question.
Although the
with- a cloth wet with formal
movement is beneficial to-Ukrain
dehyde or with 20% alcoholic
ians in general its ultimate
solution of thymol. * The shoes
possibilities are also open to
then should be dried and aired .
debate. Sport as it has been
before being worn again. In soma.
accepted "' by | Ukrainian youth,
cases moderate exposure to the
admits participation of a few,
sunshine and. the salt water at
with the overwhelming majority
the sea shore have been "productive
acting as onlookers,. That is not
of rapid recovery.
the same "situation as exists in
Slovak. Sokols, where • everyone
The treatment of the irruptions
participates. The U. N. A. should
and the disinfection of the-objects
support sports* for the benefit of
coming in contact with the
Ukrainians in'general, but direct
afflicted skm should be continued
returns to U. N. A. in terms of
even after one feels that he or
membership will-be meagre unless
she has been cured. For, -it is
the variety of youth's interests Is
a well known fact that the
satisfied. > And that leads to the . organism which causes the athlete's
ne§|} of National Homes or Centers
foot very often, when it finds
unlike those we have now, but
condition unfavorable to growth,
which - would offer advantages
forms spores and becomes dor
that are found In a T . M . C. A.
mant for awhile, until conditions
The Convention may not be able . are once more favorable for its
to solve the local problems affect
growth,
'-SI
ing-youth, but it may bring about
a critical study of the prevailing
situation and devise methods for
NEW YORK CITY.
improvement. The problems, howeve^rj must -be presented by youth Щ The Ukrainian Civic Center and Uk
rainian Choral Group ' will give a
at a time like the ^refent for the
CONCERT HI4 TWO PLAYS ("None
guidance of Undelegates who are
of Them Perfect" and -'Wanted—
і е\А|ц£ now demanding^ an",; enlarged
Money") oa SUNDAY (Mother1. Day)
Ukrainian *"We*kly?5tt- spite of
MAY 9, 1937 at the international In*
youth's silence on the subject.'
•titnte, 341 E. 17th St. Commence
G. HERMAN, Delegate
ment at 6:30 P. M. Admission 40<.
Branch 157 U. N. A.
Dancing after performance.

ШяЖми,

TAKE ME BACK TO
UKAAINA

-МШ^Ш*&&

Take me back to Ukraine.
My.native land, my Utopia.
To the fields of golden wheat
л>|
'Where* there are no diet lists and
everything is good to eat!
Where there are barefoot girls
and boys
ІйЩЧ
Romping in the fields, bathing in
the brooks
Needing no machine-made toys j
To ward off boredom; nor movies
&ЩоГ "crooks."
З&Ш&Р
Where there's gay haivka ^n^^'g t
on the village green
Wholesome youths and pretty.
maidens* to be seen
Happy in a world of romance
Needing no "gin" for conscience
From love's -emotions frustrated
In a world by "economics"
dictated.
Their love's promise enraptured
In holy wedlock is captured.
Land of blackest,'richest loam.'
There's where I long to roam
Amid verdant hills, and meadows
Sunny slopes and cooling shadows
By bubbling brooks and sparkling
Springs ,-J)

Ah,

едеї

what joys life there brings!

Awakened each dawn
by the
v
nightingale
5ti»^':w»^C
Refreshed, ' feeling hearty and
. hale
Ready for work in sunny fields
Sure of nature's, generous yields.
A bed of sweet-scented straw and
hay brings
More luxurious, comfогіч than - jj
"inner-springs"
Lulled to deepest slumber
By the carolling of frogs and £
crickets without number.
No alarm, clock to awaken'
As from a nightingale shaken
Hurry! 'Orange juice and vitamin I£&CTo work on time to - be!
Glaring lights, thunderous noise;«*»S
ФЩтА
Not fired today! In God I trust!'i?S3
Take me back to the land of my Ї Ж

- fathers
Where each Easter everyone
gathers
For sincerest of religious activities - E ;
To be followed by gayest of
festivities
Where each family its neighbor
greets
And for decoration of Easter egga
competes
With other artists of high repute
.There with gifts. of*~these each
other to salute.
Where, at Easter cheer'and good
^.£E.-health reign • tipijfe
'|5j
Joy -and gladness easy to attaini'.ag
THEODOSIA BORESKY.
YOUTH OF LORAIN ORGANIZE

'''ШШІА-

B B A N

^

A new -youth branch of the
Ukrainian 'National Association
was . recently organized in Lorain,
Ohio, _ihrough the aid of Mrs.
Frank Tiuzun.
*, This new branch, Number 233,
has adopted the name of "Lorain
Ukrainian Uouth Club."
Its
'Officers are: Peter : Zadorozny,
president; Harry Sawczyn, treas
urer; Helen Zadorozny, secretary.
The branch intends to join the
Ukrainian Youth's League of
North America as soon as possible,
and will probably send delegates
to the Cleveland Congress this year.
It is lioped that all young
Ukrainians in and around Lorain,
desirous of. becoming members of
the U. N. A., will not hesitate in
communicating with the under
signed.
HELEN ZADOROZNXi;^:

^здЕЮвдга

m

UKRAINIAN
l KKAI.M.W ELECTED TO
Y. W; C. A. DIRECTORS
At the recently-held elections of
The Young Women's Christian
Association of the City of New
York, Міаз Mary" Ann Bodnar,
Ukrainian girl, was elected to its
Board of Directors,

EASTER

EGGS

(Concluded from Page 1 )
roll it around a pin. This tube
is put. into the split of the holder
and tied securely to the holder.
• ''The "scribe" takes the egg,
washed and wiped, With one hand,
and*- a "kyetka" with the other,
. and draws with melted wax; flow^ ing out of the thinner end "of the
tube, various lines and dots upon
the egg, according to the design
imaginary or actually made by her
with a pencil on the egg. When
the wax runs out or becomes solid
as it cools off, she places the
"kystka" back into' the pot' with
melted wax to warm it and to
refill it, taking in the meantime
from the wax pot another "kyst
ka,"- warm and ready for use.
Haying drawn certain designs,
the "pysarka" dropped the egg
into the pot of yellow dye, where
it became covered with the* yellow
color, all except the places cover
ed by wax, which on the finished
egg will appear white. After the
egg was taken out and dried, t h e ;
"scribe" could go on to draw upon
. the egg further designs, in the
same manner as the first design
was made. Then the egg was
dropped into the red dye. It was
taken out and dried, and then it
Was ready for another set of
designs, which again were made-,
in the -eame manner. Now the
egg was dropped- into the- black
dye, and by this all the spots not
. covered by wax became black.
After the egg was taken out of
the black dye and dried, it wee
ready for the final process; to be
placed into hot boiling water or
to be baked, in order that the wax
be removed from it. Such an egg
would have a black background on
which there would appear designs
hi white, yellow and red colors.
The process seemed simple
enough, but the process is not
everything"yet, as those who tried
to follow the lecturer soon found
out. There was a trick about
everything: about holding the egg,
turning it in the hahds,' drawing
of lines, and all the other details.
Mistakes were made, but ft was
all very Interesting to try and do it.
Simply everybody tried her hand
at it, whoever only had the access
to the utensils. Some failed to do
as the candidates were so many
that they ran out of the "kystkas"
all the time. A manifest progress
was made by some of the partic
ipants, and many declared their
desire to buy from Mrs. Malkosh
the "kystkas" so that they may
go on with the practice at home.
Mrs. Malkosh had to give in, and
in . a moment all her "kystkas"
were sold out. A keen competi
tion arouse at this juncture
between those who live* in this
city and the guests from Youngstown, Ohio, the latter winning
with the argument that they
* should be given the preference in
buying as they have no hope to
buy it in their locality.
Mrs. Malkosh brought with her
several dozens Easter eggs which
she had painted at home. They
were all of such beautiful designs
and fresh colors, that they went
at once among the audience, like
hot cakes. Everybody was ready
to buy them, as to possess each
perfect samples ,of this peculiar
Ukrainian folk art was almost
such a great fun as to'try make
them yourselves.
The unusual
evening, however, was a great
success just because it disclosed
'
to all participants
how
far
superior is the joy of workman
ship to the mere sense of
possession.
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ATTENTION BASKETBALL
TEAMS

IN THE BLACKSMITH SHOP
•

By IVAN F R A N K O

—

17

(4)

The basketball - season, of the
Ukrainian Youth's League of
North America, is drawing to a
close.
The Eastern Divisional
wholly foreign to his temperament.
On the contrary, he was always
Finals are to be held4 in Chester,
and everywhere
sociable
and
Pennsylvania, Sunday, -April 25.
publicly spirited. "With the people
This affair is being sponsored by
and for the people," was the
the Ukrainian Athletic Club of
motto of his life. I still recall
Chester.
Mr. William Haschak,
the impression made' upon me by < the Assistant Director of the
his story of the saint who begged
Eastern Division will present the
the Lord to deliver him from the
trophies ш the different District
affection of the peqplc.
Champions at that time.'
On that same date the Western
"Long time ago, there lived a
Divisional Finals will be held in
renowned physician.
He cured
Cleveland, Ohio.
The Cossacks
many people and the Lord showed
Fine Arts Club and the Sacred
his favor by making all the people
Hearts Club of Cleveland are the
love him. They stuck to him as
flies stick to honey.
Wherever
sponsors for this event.
The
he turned, wherever he went, he
trophies will be presented by Mr.
always had friends; and he had
John Dyrkacz to the different
but to speak to a man once, and
District Champions. Mr. Dyrkacz
t h e l a t t e r was willing to jump in
is the Assistant Director of the
the fire for him.
Once while
Western Division.
wandering through the forest, he
The names of the various
met an old man, entirely naked
District and Divisional Champions
and- all covered with hair from
will appear in the next issue, also
head to foot, who was praying in
the names of the persons chosen
a cave.
for the All Star Team. Persons
whose names appear in the news
"What are you doing here, old
paper for the All Star Team will
man?" inquired the physician.
receive a letter inquiring whether
"Serving God," replied the old
or not they will be able to attend
man.
the National Play-offs to play on
"But how do you serve him?"
the All Star Team against the
"As you see: I have forsaken
National Champions. The location
everything temporal, renounced
where the Play-offs are to be held
everything, and pray and grieve
will appear in the next issue. The
over my sins."
Divisional
and
the
National
"Wouldn't you have served God
trophies will be presented at the
better by having remained in the
National Finals.
world and worked for the people?"
"You serve God and Mammon
JOHN S. BILLY.
at the same time," answered -the
Basketball Director,
old man/' "The people and all
Ukrainian Youth's League
their strife and trouble, that is
of North America.
Mammon. Let him seek reward
from him whom he serves.
I
serve God, and God will reward
people, they all scattered; even
me;
but whoever serves the
the church was closed to him, for
people, what reward will they
everybody fled when ha" appeared
give him on the last Judgment
and finally they refused him
day?"
entrance.
At the end of the
At that point t h e y parted; the
twelfth year he heard a voice:
old man remained in the forest,
"Valentine! Valentine!"
and the physician went to look
"Who 'is calling me?" he
after his own affairs. But from
responded.
that moment he began to reflect
upon the words of the old man,
The voice replied, "Do you find
and finally came to the point
it pleasant to live without the
where - he hated mankind and
people's affection?"
avoided them. He escaped into
He replied, "Lord, I sinned.
the forest, but the people dis
Give me death, that I many not
covered him. And when he re
suffer longer."
fused to return to the city with
The
voice
answered,
"You
them, they wanted to live in the
realize it now don't you! Who
forest with him.
He escaped
serves mankind serves me.
I
from them again and they found
have created man for mankind,
him again. He concealed himself
and its only with men and thru
in an inaccessible ravine, but they
men that he can be happy. Had
found him again. He sailed out
I desired that he should find
on the sea and had himself
happiness alone, I would have
marooned on a desolate rock
crated him a stone.
Had I
surrounded by water.
But the
desired that he should serve me
people soon lound him there also
alone, I would have created him
and stuck to him as of old. He
an angel. But I gave man his
then implored .God to inflict upon
greatest gift—affection for man
him a sickness that would make
kind, and it is only by that road
all the people fear him and stop
that he can reach me.
You
following him.
wanted to be wiser and take a
short cut, and stumbled into a
After a period of such supplica
ravine, where those with pincers
tion, God intlicted upon him such
and iron hooks have their abode.
ah ailment that he fell to the
Now you have endured enough
ground writhed, frothed at the
suffering. Because you formerly
mouth, and screamed, so that all
served mankind and saved it, I
the people tjecame afraid of him
will take you to myself, and your
and fled from him. During every
ailment I will leave to mankind
such attack he saw fiends who
as a token, that they may over
tore him with burning pincers,
come their fear, and learn to
and pulled him with iron hooks,
sympathize with and save each
and beat with iron canes and
other even in such horrible
always called.
"Come to. us!
affliction."
Come to us!"

Translated by J o h n P a i K ' h u k

Others discussed their domestic
affairs. • This peasant's cow had
a calf; in that house whooping
cough had broken out; another
boasted that he had treshed a lot
of grain out of a small amount of
sheaves. Father did not tolerate
any slander or calumny, and if
any person's tongue erred in that
direction, he would tactfully divert
the conversation. On such occasions
the younger speaker would be
unceremoniously told to mind his
own business. Nor did he have
any sympathy
with
anything
bordering on the obscene. While
in his presence, they all kept
within the bounds of decency, as
befitted respectable and older
householders. Occasionally women
enlivened the
theme of
the
conversation, and
father was
wont to relate the fable of the
temptress as evidence that a
woman can tempt even an innocent
man to commit sin.
"Once upon a time a priest lived
With his son in the forest for
twenty years. The boy grew up
without ever having seen any
person but his father. When his
twentieth birthday was passed,
the father said:
"Well, my son, we will go out
into the world to see how the
people live there." "Very good,"
replied- the son.
And so they went forth. They
came to a village at the out
skirts of which was a blacksmith
shop. They entered the shop and
sat down. As the son observed
the work going on, he finally said
to his father:
"Father, could I stay here for
a while and work?"
"You can stay and work," re
plied the father.
The young man approached the
forge where some iron was on
fire, and instead of -using tongs,
he seized the heated iron with, his
bare hands, placed it on the anvil,
and hammered it, but the iron did
not burn his hands. The black
smith' looked astounded at his
apprentice, but the father merely
inquired:
"Well, how do you like the work
my son?"
"I like it, father."
"If you so desire you will re
main here. But first let us go
further, for we have seen very
little of the world yet."
They entered the village, and
met a young girl on the street.
The son stopped and looked
inquisitively, for he had never
seen anything like that before
and finally asked:
"Father, what, is that?*
"That, my eon is a temptress,"
responded the father.
The young man's eyes began to
glare; "Father if we only had
such a temptress in the forest!"
The parent became aware of his
son's new impulse and said:
"Enough now, let us return
home."
On the way back they came to
the blacksmith shop again and the
father inquired .of his son: "Do
you want to work here a while
longer?"
"I do."
Again he went to the forge, and
no sooner had he seized the hot
iron with his bare hand then he
let out a terrific cry and snatched
his hand back. His palm was all
blistered. The father then said:
"See,
my son, that came from
having desired the temptress."
And the two left the shop and
went back to the forest.
Father related this parable with
a humurous gusto. The asceticism
upon which it ів based, was

Thus he suffered full twelve
years, but did not hide himself in
the forest and ravines any more.
Now his soul yearned for the
people, but the people shunned
him.
He wandered about the
towns and villages, seeking an
asylum, but his affliction made
him so dreaded that no one dared
to admit him into hie house.
When he came upon a group of

(To be Concluded)
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WATCH FOR double Euter itiue
(16 pages) of UKRAINIAN CHRO
NICLE. New features-, many pictures;
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